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RÉSUMÉ. Les techniques d’estimation de canal, basée sur des symboles pilotes, par passage dans
un domaine de tranfert sont très attractives pour les systèmes de télécommunications utilisant l’OFDM.
Cependant, elles montrent des limites pour les systèmes de télécommunications, où un ensemble de
sous-porteuses de garde, est inséré sur les bords du spectre dans le but d’éviter tout recouvre-
ment spectral avec d’autres applications utilisant des bandes voisines. Ces sous-porteuses de garde
ont selon leur nombre tendance à dégrader fortement les performances de ces estimateurs. Nous
proposons, dans un premier temps, une optimisation qui permet d’améliorer considérablement les
performances de ces estimateurs quels que soit le nombre de porteuses de garde. Dans un second
temps, pour de rendre l’estimateur proposé attractif pour les constructeurs, nous avons proposé une
technique permettant de réduire leur complexité de réalisation de manière notable.
ABSTRACT. OFDM based pilots channel estimation methods with processing into the transform do-
main appear attractive owing to their capacity to highly reduce the noise component effect. However,
in current OFDM systems, null subcarriers are placed at the edge of the spectrum in order to assure
isolation from interfering signals in neighboring frequency bands; and the presence of these null car-
riers may lead, if not taken into account, to serious degradation of the estimated channel responses
due to the “border effect” phenomenon. In this paper an improved algorithm based on truncated SVD
is proposed in order to correctly support the case of null carriers at border spectrum. A method for
optimizing the truncation threshold whatever the system parameters is also proposed. To make the
truncated SVD channel estimation method applicable to any SISO or MIMO OFDM system and what-
ever the system parameters, a complexity reduction algorithm based on the distribution of the power
in the transfer matrix (based on DFT or DCT) is proposed.
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1. Introduction
The use of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is now generalized
in high data rate wireless communication systems. OFDM benefits from it capacity to
mitigate inter-symbol interference (ISI) by adding to the OFDM symbol a time guard in-
terval which is longer than the channel impulse response length (or channel delay spread)
[1]. Also, frequency-selective channel has been converted to a finite-number of parallel
flat channels in the OFDM system owing to the adoption of orthogonal multicarrier tech-
nique implemented by fast Fourier transform (FFT). In addition to this, the multicarrier
nature of OFDM gives the capability for this technique to overcome the complexity of
time equalization method by using a simple frequency equalizer per subcarrier.
In coherent OFDM system, channel estimation has to be performed at the receiver
side before the equalization that is carried out in the frequency domain (FD). In some
papers, as in [2], authors propose a joint estimation of the channel response and the carrier
frequency offsets (CFO). But here we focus only on the channel estimation, as in [3][4][5],
and complexity reduction.
In OFDM pilots based channel estimation, that does not require any knowledge of the
statistics on the channels, the least square (LS) estimates of the channel response can be
obtained by dividing the demodulated pilots signal by the known pilots symbol one in
the FD [5]. But the accuracy of the LS estimates is degraded by the noise component.
The optimal FD channel estimation technique is minimum mean square error (MMSE)
that however needs the information of channel statistic to perform the auto-covariance
matrix of the channel frequency response and signal to noise ratio. In addition to this, the
associated computation complexity of the MMSE method is very high [6].
Transform domain channel estimation (TD-CE) methods are considered as one of the
most promising alternative because it can provide very good results by significantly re-
ducing the noise component on the LS estimated channel coefficients obtained in the
frequency domain. These methods use discrete fourier transform (DFT) or discrete co-
sine transform (DCT). The DFT based method presents the best result in term of noise
reduction. However, a “border effect” may occur [7] when null carriers are placed on
the spectrums´ extremities in order to assure isolation from interfering signals in neigh-
boring frequency bands as well as increasing the sampling frequency. This is a real pro-
blem because the vast majority of modern multicarrier systems contain null carriers at the
spectrum extremities. Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is suggested instead of DFT for
mitigating the impact of the “border effect”, owing to its capacity to reduce the high fre-
quency components in the transform domain [5] at the price of a weaker noise reduction
[8]. However, when the number of null carriers is important, even the DCT algorithm is
not sufficient to reduce significantly the “border effect” [9]. The Karhunen-Loeve trans-
form domain algorithm can also be used as in [10] to perform iteratively the channel
smoothing. However the computation complexity of this method is very high.
To correctly support the case of null carriers at border spectrum, an improved algo-
rithm based on truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) of the transform domain
matrix is proposed for both DFT and DCT. A method for optimizing the truncation thre-
shold whatever the system parameters is also proposed in this paper. This method allows
both mitigation of the “border effect” and reduction of the noise component.
The TSVD method presents very good results, but its complexity and latency may
cause problems, when the number of subcarrier is large and notably in multi-input multi-
output (MIMO) configuration where all the sub-channels between the antenna links have
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to be individually estimated. The combination ofMIMO and OFDM technologies (MIMO-
OFDM) is now largely considered in the new generation of standards for wireless trans-
mission [11] because MIMO system has the potential to obtain a diversity gain and to
improve the system capacity [12]. Hence channel estimation method with low complexity
for MIMO-OFDM system becomes a challenge.
To make the TSVD channel estimation method applicable to MIMO-OFDM system,
a complexity reduction algorithm based on the distribution of the power in the trans-
fer matrix is proposed in this paper. The efficiency of this algorithm is demonstrated in
3GPP/LTE system context. The output of this paper is also a set of methods allowing the
selection and adaptation of the most appropriate TD channel estimation, depending on the
system parameters and the complexity/performance requirements.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the conventional TD-CE me-
thods (DFT and DCT) and its weakness regarding the “border effect”. Then section 3
is dedicated to the TSVD concept and the optimization of the truncated threshold. Next
the complexity of the TSVD channel estimation is studied in section 4. The complexity
reduction algorithm and its efficiency are detailed in this last section.
2. CLASSICAL TD-CE
The TD-CE based method has been proposed to improve the accuracy of the LS esti-
mated channel response which is degraded by the noise component [5][13].
Figure 1. Smoothing process in TD-CE.
The Fig.1 shows the TD-CE smoothing (noise reduction) process. The frequency
channel response, estimated by LS channel estimation method, is first converted into
the transform domain by a transfer algorithm based on DCT or DFT. Note that the trans-
form domain corresponds to the time domain in the case of DFT-based algorithm. Then
a smoothing filter is applied, assuming that the useful channel power in this domain is
concentrated within the firstW samples. For a better understanding, note again that with
the DFT-based algorithm, the useful power corresponds to the impulse response of the
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channel. After the smoothing, the inverse of the transfer algorithm is applied to return to
the frequency domain.
2.1. Comparaison between DFT and DCT
2.1.1. Noise reduction in an ideal context :
2.1.1.1. DFT :
The LS estimate is first converted into the time domain by the IDFT (inverse discrete
Fourier transform) algorithm. The time domain channel response of the LS estimated
channel can then be given by :
hIDFTn;LS =
q
1
N
PN 1
k=0 Hk;LSe
j 2nkN
= hIDFTn + 
IDFT
n
(1)
where IDFTn is the noise component in the time domain and h
IDFT
n is the IDFT of
the LS estimated channel without noise.
The baseband time domain of the effective discrete channel response, also called im-
pulse response, between the transmit antenna and the receive antenna under the multipath
fading environments can be expressed as [6] :
h(n) =
L 1X
l=0
hl(n  l) (2)
with L the number of paths, hl and l the complex time varying channel coefficient and
delay of the l-th path.
Therefore, hIDFTn can be further developed as follows :
hIDFTn =
q
1
N
PN 1
k=0 (
PL 1
l=0 hle
 j 2klN )ej
2kn
N
=
q
1
N
PL 1
l=0 hl
PN 1
k=0 e
 j 2kN (l n)
(3)
The last term of (3)
PN 1
k=0 e
 j 2kN (l n) verifies :
N 1X
k=0
e j
2k
N (l n) =
(
N n = l
0 otherwise
(4)
where l = 0; 1; :::; L  1 and n = 0; :::; N   1.
The time domain channel response of the LS estimate hIDFTn;LS can thus be given by :
hIDFTn;LS =
1p
N
(
Nhl=n + 
IDFT
n n = 0; :::; L  1
IDFTn otherwise
(5)
Assuming W > L, we retrieve the channel taps as well as a reduction of the noise
component by applying the smoothing filter of lengthW :
hIDFTn;W =
1p
N
(
Nhl=n + 
IDFT
n n = 0; :::;W   1
0 otherwise
(6)
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The optimum lenghtforW is L in order to retrieve all the useful power and maximize
the noise reduction. However, as L is not known by the receiver,W is usually set equal to
CP (length of the cyclic prefix), which is longer than L in OFDM systems. That is why in
the following, the smoothing window size is taken to be equal to CP (W = CP ) [6][13]
for DFT based channel estimation.
From (6), it can be observed that the DFT based channel estimation method decreases
the noise power level by,
(dB) = 10log(
N
CP
) (7)
After the smoothing process, a DFT algorithm is used to return in the frequency do-
main.
2.1.1.2. DCT :
The DCT based channel estimator can be realized by replacing IDFT and DFT by
DCT and IDCT respectively [5]. The transform domain channel response can be obtained
by the following equation after performing DCT to the LS estimate.
hDCTn;LS = V
N
n
N 1X
k=0
Hk;LS :cos
(2k + 1)n
2N
(8)
where V Nn is the coefficient of DCT which can take two different values, depending on
the value of n.
V Nn =
( p
1=N n = 0p
2=N n 6= 0
(9)
Similarly to the DFT case, hDCTn;LS can be divided into two parts :
hDCTn;LS = h
DCT
n + 
IDCT
n (10)
The DCT method can be considered as the conventional DFT with twice as many
points [5][14]. Thus from the multi-path channel characteristics and since the maximum
channel taps L is within the cyclic prefix (CP), the transform domain channel response
given by (10) would be concentrated in the 2CP first samples of hDCTn;LS . The noise level
can then be reduced by using a smoothing filter of sizeW = 2CP and then (6) becomes :
hDCTn;W =
(
hDCTn;LS 0  n W   1
0 otherwise
(11)
From 11, it can be observed that the DCT based channel estimation method decreases
the noise power level by,
(dB) = 10log(
N
2CP
) (12)
From 7 and 12 we can conclude that the DCT based method abducts half as much
noise as the DFT method.
2.1.2. “Border effect” in a realistic framework :
In a realistic framework, only a subset of subcarriers (M ) is modulated among the
N due to the insertion of null subcarriers at the spectrum extremities for band isolation
from/to interfering signals that occupy neighboring frequency bands[15] as well as for in-
creasing the sampling frequency [16]. The existence of these null subcarriers will directly
impact the behavior of the channel estimation in the transform domain.
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2.1.2.1. DFT :
For DFT based channel estimation, when M < N , the expression (4) becomes (see
Appendix) :
N+M
2  1X
k=N M2
e j
2k
N (l n) =
8<:
M n = l
1 e j2MN (l n)
1 e j 2N (l n)
n 6= l
(13)
where l = 0; 1; :::; L  1 and n = 0; :::;M   1.
The channel impulse response hIDFTij;n can therefore be rewritten in the following
form :
hIDFTn =
1p
N
8><>:
M:hl=n +
PL 1
l=0;l 6=n hl
1 e j2MN (l n)
1 e j 2N (l n)
: n < LPL 1
l=0 hl
1 e j2MN (l n)
1 e j 2N (l n)
: L  1 < n < M
(14)
We can observe that hIDFTn is no longer concentrated on the first L elements, due to the
phenomenon called “inter-taps interference (ITI)” here. Consequently, by using the smoo-
thing filter of length CP in the time domain, part of the useful channel power contained
in samples n = CP; :::;M   1 is lost. This loss of useful power leads to an important
degradation regarding the estimation of the channel response. Thus we demonstrate that
this phenomenon called “border effect” by Morelli [15] is in fact due to ITI.
2.1.2.2. DCT :
Figure 2. DCT and DFT principle.
DCT can then reduce the component called ITI in the transform domain compared to
DFT. An exploration to this is that, for a given sequence ofM points, DFT conceptually
treats it as a periodic signal with a period of M . Hence, there is an increase of high-
frequency components, due to signal discontinuity at the consecutive periods boundary.
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In contrast, DCT conceptually extends the original M points sequence to a 2M points
sequence by a mirror extension of theM points sequence [14]. As a result, the waveform
will be smoother and more continuous in the boundary between consecutive periods (see
Fig.2).
Consequently, due to the reduction of the power loss (ITI), the DCT-based algorithm
is more robust to “border effect” than the DFT-based one.
2.1.3. MSE performance comparison :
Fig.3 highlights the “border effect” phenomenon by showing the MSE performance
on the different subcarriers when applying classical DFT and clasical DCT based channel
estimation methods depending on the number of modulated subcarriers. The simulation
parameters are listed in Table 3.
Tableau 1. MSE simulation Parameters
Channel Model SCME [17]
Number of FFT points (N) 1024
subcarriers (M) 1024, 960, 600
cyclic prefix 72
Number of Nt & Nr antennas 4 & 2
Bandwidth & Carrier frequency 15.36MHz & 2GHz
Coding Rate 1/3
MIMO scheme double-Alamouti
FEC turbo code (UMTS)
First, when all the subcarriers are modulated (N = M = 1024), there is no “border
effect” and the MSE is almost the same for all the subcarriers. This is due to the fact that
all the useful channel power is retrieved in the first W samples of the impulse channel
response.
32 212 512 812 992
10−3
10−2
Subcarrier index
M
SE
Classical DFT with M=1024
Classical DFT with M=960
Classical DFT with M=600
Classical DCT with M=960
Classical DCT with M=600
Figure 3. Average mean square error versus subcarrier index for classical DFT and clas-
sical DCT based channel estimation. The number of modulated subcarrier are M = 960
andM = 600, N = 1024 and SNR = 10dB.
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However when null subcarriers are inserted on the edge of the spectrum (N 6= M ),
the MSE performance is degraded and then “border effect” occurs. When the number of
null subcarriers is small (M = 960), the DFT based method presents better MSE result in
the middle of the bandwidth than the DCT based method. This is due to the fact that DFT
abducts more noise than the DCT (see 2.1.1). On the contrary, the DCT performance is
better on the edge of the bandwidth due to it capacity to reduce the ITI which causes the
“border effect”.
It is already noticeable that the impact of the “border effect” phenomenon in DFT
increases obviously with the number of null subcarriers. Thereby, in spite of its weaker
noise reduction, DCT presents better result than DFT when the number of null subcarriers
is equal to 424 (as in the 3GPP system [16]), i.eM = 600.
2.1.4. Conclusion :
The DFT-based channel estimation suffers in a realistic system from the “border ef-
fect” caused by the loss of a part of the useful channel power (the ITI) during the smoo-
thing process. The impact of the “border effect” phenomenon increases with the number
of null subcarriers. As these ITI are less important in the DCT based method due to it
potential to concentrate the useful channel power, it presents better results than the DFT-
based method even if it abducts less noise.
Nevertheless, the “border effect” is still present. Thus in order to improve the accuracy
of the transform domain channel estimation, it is necessary to both minimize the useful
power lost in conventional TD-CE and the noise component.
3. TD-CE WITH MINIMIZATION OF LOST POWER AND NOISE
COMPONENT
In the rest of the paper, we will consider matrix notation in order to facilitate the
reading and mathematical demonstrations.
The unitary DFT and DCT matrix T of sizeN N can be defined with the following
expression :
T =
26666664
1 1 : : : 1
1 TN (1)(1) : : : TN (2N + 1)(1)
...
... : : :
...
1 TN (1)(N   1) : : : TN ((2N + 1)(N   1))
37777775 (15)
TN (kn) = V
N
n :cos(

2N (2k + 1)(n)) for DCT and e
 j 2N kn for DFT.
To accommodate the null subcarriers at the spectrum extremities, it is necessary to
remove the rows of the matrix T corresponding to their positions. Furthermore, in order
to take into account the noise reduction in the transform domain described in 2.1.1, we
only use the first W columns of T corresponding to the smoothing filter size. Hence the
transfer matrix T becomes :
T
0
= T (
N  M
2
:
N +M
2
  1; 1 :W ) (16)
where T
0
is defined, from T , using “Matlab” syntax.
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Using this expression, we can rewrite the expression of the classical TD-CE, (1) for
DFT and (10) for DCT in a matrix form :
hIDFT;DCTLS = T
0H :HLS (17)
3.1. Existing pseudo inverse approach
3.1.1. Definition :
The pseudo inverse concept is implemented on the DFT based channel estimation with
the purpose of reducing the “border effect” phenomenon [18]. The authors consider the
following minimization problem :
hpsinvn;LS = argmin
hn
kT 0hn  Hn;LSk2 (18)
The solution of this minimization problem, the pseudo inverse matrix noted T
0y, which
is sometimes named the generalized inverse was described by Moore in 1920 in linear
algebra [19]. This technique is often used for the resolution of linear system equations
due to its capacity to minimize the Euclidean norm and then tends towards the exact
solution. The pseudo inverse T
0y of T
0
is defined as the unique matrix satisfying all of the
four following criteria [20]. 8>>>>><>>>>>:
1 : T
0
T
0yT
0
= T
0
2 : T
0yT
0
T
0y = T
0y
3 : (T
0
T
0y)H = T
0
T
0y
4 : (T
0yT
0
)H = T y
0
T
0
(19)
We can generalize this technique by applying it to the DFT and DCT based channel
estimation. The pseudo inverse solution is then defined as follows :
hDFT psinv;DCT psinvLS = (T
0HT
0
) 1T
0HHLS = T
0yHLS (20)
3.1.2. Drawback of the pseudo inverse :
The main problem of the pseudo inverse method is the precision of the inverse calcu-
lation which varies depending on the matrix F
0
. The conditional number of T
0
, that we
call ((T
0
)), is defined as the ratio between the greatest and the smallest singular value
of T
0
. The value of (T
0
) is a good indicator of the inverse precision [16]. The higher
(T
0
) is, the more the estimated channel response is degraded. When all the subcarriers
are modulated, (T
0
) = 1 but when null subcarriers are placed at the border of the spec-
trum, (T
0
) can become very high. For instance, if N = 1024,M = 960 and CP = 72,
(T
0
) is about 100. However if N = 1024,M = 600 and CP = 72 as in 3GPP, (T
0
) is
very high 2:171015 and the estimated channel response will be degraded due to the poor
minimization.
3.1.3. Discussion :
Pseudo inverse can minimize the lost power which causes the “border effect” pheno-
menon. However the minimization performance depends on the conditional number of
the transfer matrix which can be very high in realistic framework as in 3GPP. In order to
make the minimization process efficient, we have to reduce the conditional number of the
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transfer matrix ((T
0
)) without changing the number of null subcarriers which is imposed
by the standard.
In the following approach, we propose the use of SVD decomposition to compute the
pseudo inverse matrix. After that we propose a threshold determination which allows the
reduction of the conditional number of the transfer matrix by considering only the most
significant singular values to further reduce the noise component.
3.2. Channel estimation with truncated SVD
3.2.1. Pseudo inverse computation using SVD :
Applying SVD to the matrix T
0
, consists in decomposing T
0
in the following form :
T
0
= USV H (21)
where U 2 CMW and V 2 CMW are unitary matrices and S 2 CWW is a diagonal
matrix with non-negative real numbers on the diagonal, called singular values.
The pseudo inverse of the matrix T
0
with singular value decomposition is [19] :
T
0y = V SyUH (22)
It is important to note that Sy is a diagonal matrix filled with the inverse singular values
of T
0
.
By noting s 2 CW1 the vector which contains theW singular values, we can calcu-
late the conditional number of the matrix T
0
as :
(T
0
) =
max(s)
min(s)
(23)
wheremax(s) andmin(s) give the greatest and the smallest singular value respectively.
3.2.2. Principle and advantages :
3.2.2.1. Principle of TSVD based channel estimation :
Figure 4. Block diagram of transform domain based channel estimation with Truncated
SVD.
To reduce (T
0
), lowest singular values can be eliminated. Hence, any singular value
smaller than an optimized threshold (detailed in 3.2.3) is replaced by zero. The principle
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is depicted in Fig.4. The matrix S provided by the SV D calculation of the matrix T
0
becomes STh where Th is the number of considered singular values.
The channel response after the smoothing window in the transform domain (hTSV DLS
of size 1W ) can thus be expressed as follows :
hTSV DLS = T
0y
Th
HLS = V S
y
Th
UHHLS (24)
Finally T
0
of size (M W ) is used to return to the frequency domain.
HTSV D = T
0
hTSV DLS (25)
The TD-CE by TSVD can then be expressed, using the equations (24) and (26), as fol-
lows :
HTSV D = T
0
T
0y
Th
HLS = T
global
Th
HLS (26)
where T globalTh of sizeM M represents the global channel estimation matrix.
3.2.2.2. Advantage of TSVD based channel estimation :
Assuming an optimized threshold (3.2.3), the TSVD based channel estimation pre-
sents the two following advantages :
(i) On the one hand, the “border effect” is obviously further reduced owing to the re-
duction of (T
0
).
(ii) On the other hand, the suppression of the lowest singular values allows the noise
component in the estimated channel response to be further reduced. The rank of the ma-
trix T
0
is W , which means that the useful power of the channel is distributed into W
virtual paths with singular values as weightings. The paths corresponding to the lowest
singular values will be predominated by noise and their elimination will benefit the noise
component reduction.
These theoretical results will be further confirmed by simulation.
3.2.3. How to find the truncated threshold?
Th (2 1; 2; :::;W ) can be viewed as a compromise between the accuracy of the
pseudo-inverse calculation and the conditional number magnitude. An important point
is that its value will depend only on the system parameters : the number and position
of the modulated subcarriers (M ), the smoothing window size (W ) and the number of
FFT points (N ). All these parameters are predefined and are known prior to any chan-
nel estimation implementation. It is thus possible to optimize the Th value prior to any
implementation.
To determine a good value of Th, it is important to master its effect on the channel
estimation quality i.e on the global channel estimation matrix T globalTh (see equation 24)
by respecting the following rules :
(i) When all the singular values of T
0
are considered, the conditional number of the
global matrix ((T globalTh )) is very high and the accuracy of the estimated channel response
is then degraded by the “border effect”.
(ii) On the contrary, if insufficient singular values are used, the estimated channel res-
ponse is also degraded due to a very large power loss, even if the conditional number of
T globalTh is minimized.
To assess the optimum value of Th providing a good compromise between these two
phenomenons, we investigate the behavior of the singular values of T globalTh according to
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Figure 5. Behavior of the W singular values of the matrix T
0
(W = CP for DFT and
W = 2CP for DCT). The system parameters are CP = 72, N = 1024 andM = 600.
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Figure 6. Behavior of theM singular values of the Global matrix T globalTh , for several values
of Th, when DFT is used. The system parameters are CP = 72, N = 1024 andM = 600.
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Figure 7. Behavior of theM singular values of the Global matrix T globalTh , for several values
of Th, when DCT is used. The system parameters are CP = 72, N = 1024 andM = 600.
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Th. Same system parameters are considered : number of FFT points N equal to 1024,
CP = 72 and the number of modulated subcarriersM = 600.
Fig.5 shows all theW singular values of the transfer matrix T
0
which can be based on
the DFT (W = CP = 72) or the DCT (W = 2CP = 144) algorithm. Next, Fig.6 shows
also all theM singular values of the global channel estimation matrix T globalTh when DFT
is used for several values of Th (72, 46, 45, 44, and 43). Finally Fig.7 shows the behavior
of the M singular values of the global channel estimation matrix when DCT is used for
several value of Th (144, 88, 87, 86 and 85).
By considering Th = W for DFT or Th = 2W for DCT, the conditional number of
the transfer matrix T
0
, which is the ratio between the greatest and the lowest considered
singular values, is very high. Hence the conditional number of T globalTh is also high (see
Fig.5 and Fig.7 when Th =W ).
However, if we reduce the conditional number of the matrix T
0
by considering only
the most significants Th singular values (Th = 46; 45 and 44 for DFT and Th = 88; 87
and 86 for DCT), the singular values of T globalTh follow a particular form. As we can see ,
in Fig.6 and Fig.7 when Th = 46; 45 and 44 for DFT and Th = 88; 87 and 86 for DCT,
the the singular values are the same on the first Th indexes and almost null for the other
ones. We can consider that the rank of the matrix T globalTh becomes Th instead of W and
that its conditional number is equal to 1 ((T globalTh ) = 1. Therefore the “border effect”
will surely be mitigated and the noise component be minimized.
Nevertheless, as explaining before, we can not indefinitely reduce the value of Th, as
we can see in Fig.6 and Fig.7 when Th  43 for DFT and Th  85, all the singular values
of T globalTh become null due to a too large loss of power, even if (T
0
) is reduced.
3.2.4. MSE performance :
The Fig.8 shows the MSE performance on the different subcarriers when applying
classical transform domain channel estimation (DFT and DCT) and truncated SVD me-
thod with optimized threshold (Th = 45 for DFT and for DCT Th = 87). The TSVD
method with optimized Th allows the obtention of smaller MSE than with classical TD-
CE on all subcarriers even at the edges of the spectrum. This is due to the optimisation
of the TSVD and the reduction of the noise effect provided by the TSVD calculation. We
can constat that the DFT TSVD method presents better MSE results than the DCT TSVD
one. This is closely related to the length of the smoothing window (W ) which is more
important in DCT than in DFT (see 2.1.1).
3.2.5. Conclusion :
The TD-CE with TSVD improves the accuracy of the estimated channel response by
mitigating the “border effect” and reducing the noise component. A number of important
analysis below are necessary to clarify the algorithm’s properties.
(i) The optimum threshold (Th) needs to be found. As explained previously, its value
depends only on the system parameters which is predefined and known at the receiver
side. Therefore the best Th can be determined in advance by the process illustrated in the
paragraph 3.2.3 and then a global channel estimation matrix T globalTh can be pre-computed.
(ii) As we can see in 2.1.3, the “border effect” is more important with the DFT based
method but it abducts more noise than the DCT one. Therefore the mitigation of this
“border effect” by the optimized TSVD makes the DFT-TSVD more efficient than the
DCT-TSVD.
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Figure 8. Average mean square error versus subcarrier index for classical DFT, classical
DCT and truncated SVD with optimized threshold based channel estimation. The number
of modulated subcarrier areM = 600, N = 1024 and SNR = 10dB.
(iii) The main problem of this method is that the matrix T globalTh of sizeM M is used.
Therefore the complexity and latency of the operation (26) may cause problems, espe-
cially inMIMO-OFDM systems where all the subchannels between the antenna links have
to be individually estimated. To make these techniques (DFT-TSVD and DCT-TSVD) at-
tractive for MIMO-OFDM systems, we have to reduce their complexity. It is important to
note that the DFT-TSVD based channel estimation uses complex operations while DCT-
TSVD uses real operations. Thus the complexity of TSVD based channel estimation is
more important in DFT even if it presents better results than the DCT. A trail of com-
plexity reduction is to make a profit on the fact that the (T globalTh ) = 1 by studying the
distribution of power around the diagonal of T globalTh . A complexity reduction method is
proposed in the following section.
4. COMPLEXITY REDUCTION IN MIMO-OFDM SYSTEM
4.1. Complexity of the truncated SVD
Considering aMIMO-OFDM systemwithNt transmit antennas andNr received ones,
the global matrix T globalTh is used Nt Nr times to estimate the MIMO channel between
all the antenna links. The operationHTSV D = T globalTh HLS , from equation (26), requires
M M complex multiplications1 and 2M  (M   1) complex additions2 in DFT based
method. The DFT uses complex operations whereas the DCT uses real ones. Thereby, in
DCT based method, there are only operations3 between real and complex coefficients.
The conclusion, in terms of complexity, is the same for DFT and DCT based method :
the complexity of the channel estimation can be very high, when the number of subcar-
1. (a+ jb)(c+ jd) = (ac  bd) + j(ad+ bc) : 4 real multiplications and 2 real additions
2. (a+ jb) + (c+ jd) = (a+ c) + j(b+ d) : 2 real additions
3. a(b+ jc) = ab+ jac : 2 real multiplications
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Tableau 2. Number of real multiplications and real additions necessary for the estimation
of the MIMO channel between all the Nt Nr antenna links.
Transform domain Real multiplications Real additions
algorithm
DFT (4M2)Nt Nr (2M2 + 2M  (M   1))Nt Nr
DCT (2M2)Nt Nr (2M  (M   1))Nt Nr
rier is large and notably in MIMO configuration where all the sub-channels between the
antenna links have to be individually estimated (see Table.2).
4.2. Complexity reduction
4.2.1. Trail of the complexity reduction :
In section 3.2.2 we saw that the global channel estimation T globalTh is perfectly condi-
tioned, i.e (T globalTh ) = 1 for optimized Th. This has a direct impact on the localization
of the power in the matrix T globalTh . The most significant values in the global matrix are
concentred around its diagonal. In order to reduce the complexity of the channel estima-
tion, we can only take into account the elements which are around the diagonal of the
global matrix.
4.2.2. Complexity reduction :
To reduce the complexity of the MIMO channel estimation, we only useD among the
M elements in each row of the matrix T globalTh of sizeMM . The principle is represented
in the Fig.9 where dD=2e means ceil of D=2. Fig.10 represents the percentage of power
kept by using different values for D where N = 1024, CP = 72 and M = 600. As
we can see, D = 4 and D = 8 are sufficient to achieve more than 90% of the total
power in T globalTh for DCT and DFT respectively. We can note that DCT algorithm better
concentrates the power around the diagonal than DFT. This point constitutes the great
interest in DCT.
Nevertheless, the choice ofD induces a tradeoff between the accuracy of the proposed
channel estimation scheme and its complexity :
(i) On the one hand, the lowerD, the lower the complexity. Table 4 shows the compari-
son between the conventional TD-CE with optimized threshold (see 26) and the proposed
complexity reduction scheme (see Fig.9) in terms of the number of required real multipli-
cations and real additions. The DFT uses complex operations whereas the DCT uses real
ones. Therefore the complexity of the proposed scheme is less important for DCT than
for DFT.
(ii) On the other hand, the lower D is, the more the accuracy of the proposed channel
estimation scheme is affected.
As seen in the subsection 2.1.3, the DFT is very sensitive to a loss of power. Therefore
the “border effect” can reappear when the value of D is low. On the contrary, the DCT is
robust against a loss of useful power. In addition to that, it better concentrates the power
than the DFT (see Fig 10). Thus this technique will be better adapted to DCT.
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Figure 9. Representation of the D used elements of T globalTh .
4.3. Application
The performance of the DFT and DCT based channel estimation methods with optimi-
zed threshold Th and the complexity reduction scheme detailed in this paper are evaluated
in the 3GPP/LTE (typical outdoor) system environments (downlink transmission).
4.3.1. Systems parameters :
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.
4.3.2. Simulation result :
Perfect time and frequency synchronizations are assumed. Monte Carlo simulation
results in term of bit error rate (BER) versus EbN0 are presented here for the different chan-
nel estimation methods : DFT and DCT with optimized Th and the complexity reduction
scheme (several value of D). The value of EbN0 can be inferred from the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) :
Eb
N0
=
Nt
mRcRM
:
2s
2n
=
Nt
mRcRM
:SNR (27)
where 2noise and 
2
x represent the noise and signal variances respectively.Rc,RM andm
represent the coding rate, the MIMO scheme rate and the modulation order respectively.
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Figure 10. Percentage of energy in T globalTh versus D in 3GPP context
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Tableau 3. Simulation Parameters
Channel Model SCME [17]
Number of FFT points (N) 1024
subcarriers (M) 600
cyclic prefix 72
Number of Nt & Nr antennas 4 & 2
Bandwidth & Carrier frequency 10MHz & 2GHz
Coding Rate 1/3
MIMO scheme double-Alamouti
FEC turbo code (UMTS)
Fig.11 and Fig.12 show the performance results in terms of BER versus EbN0 for perfect,
DFT and DCT with optimized Th and the complexity reduction scheme based channel
estimation in 3GPP/LTE environment where 16QAM and 64QAM are respectively used.
4.3.2.1. DFT and DCT with optimized threshold :
DCT and DFT with optimized threshold (DCT-Th=87 and DFT-Th=45) improve the
BER performance compared to the least square one (LS). This is due to the transform
domain processing. In 3GPP context, the number of null subcarriers at the edge of the
spectrum which can create “border effect” is very important (424). However the opti-
mization of the truncated singular value decomposition allows to mitigate this “border
effect” and then to benefit from the noise component reduction. Nevertheless, the DFT
based method which abducts more noise than the DCT (Th = 87 > Th = 45) based one,
presents better BER performance.
4.3.2.2. Proposed complexity reduction scheme :
The proposed complexity reduction based method, which consists of the use of some
diagonals of the global transfer matrix, is more adapted to the DCT. 90% of the total
power in the global transfer matrix (D = 4 see Fig.10) is enough to have no degradation
of performance when 16QAM modulation is used. On the contrary, the DFT which is
very sensitive to a loss of power presents an error floor when D = 4 or D = 8 (90% or
95% of the total power). It needs 99% (D = 72) of the total power to achieve a similar
performance to the proposed DCT one (see Fig.11).
When 64QAM modulation is used, power loss sensitivity increases and then DFT
with the proposed complexity reduction scheme presents poor performance, worse than
the LS one, even if 99% of the total power is considered (see Fig.12). Nevertheless the
DCT based method resists very well, but 95% of the total power (D = 8) is needed instead
of 90% (D = 4) for 16QAM modulation.
Table (4) contains the number of required real operations to estimate theNtNr sub-
channels. As we can see, the complexity of the proposed scheme with the DCT algorithm
is very low compared to the others techniques. Note also that the DFT based method re-
quires more operations (36 times) in order to achieve the same performance result when
16QAM modulation is used.
We can conclude from this application that :
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Figure 11. BER versus Eb
N0
for perfect, least square (LS), DFT with optimized Th = 45 ,
DCT with optimized Th = 87, DFT with complexity reduction schemeDFT TSV D D =
4; 8; 72 and DCT with complexity reduction schemeDFT  TSV D D = 4 based channel
estimation where 16QAM modulation is used in 3GPP environment. Nt = 4, Nr = 2,
N = 1024, CP = 72 andM = 600.
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Figure 12. BER versus Eb
N0
for perfect, least square (LS), DFT with optimized Th = 45, DCT
with optimized Th = 87, DFT with complexity reduction scheme DFT   TSV D   D =
4; 8; 72 and DCT with complexity reduction scheme DFT   TSV D   D = 4; 8 where
64QAM modulation is used in 3GPP environment. Nt = 4, Nr = 2, N = 1024, CP = 72
andM = 600.
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Tableau 4. Number of required real operations to estimate theNtNr subchannels (Nt =
4,Nr = 2)
Algorithm Multiplications Additions
DFT-Th = 45 4M2 Nt Nr = 11520000 2M(2M   1)Nt Nr = 11510400
DFT-TSVD-D=72 4M D Nt Nr = 1382400 2M(2D   1)Nt Nr = 1372800
DCT-Th = 87 2M2 Nt Nr = 5760000 2M(M   1)Nt Nr = 5750400
DCT-TSVD-D=4 4M D Nt Nr = 38400 2M(D   1)Nt Nr = 28800
DCT-TSVD-D=8 76800 67200
(i) the complexity reduction scheme is perfectly filled for DCT as it gains the same
performance as the DCT with optimized threshold and a lower complexity (150 times for
16QAM and 75 times for 64QAM ). DCT with complexity reduction is therefore very
attractive for MIMO-OFDM system due to its improved performance (almost 1:5dB gain
compared to LS) and its very low complexity.
(ii) the complexity reduction scheme is degraded too strong for the performance of DFT.
It is therefore better to prioritize performance for DFT based channel estimation as the
DFTwith optimized threshold presents the best results whatever the modulation (16QAM
or 64QAM ). This solution will be perfectly suited to devices that can afford important
complexity.
5. CONCLUSION
Transform domain channel estimation has been investigated in this paper regarding
SISO-OFDM and MIMO-OFDM system environment. The key system parameter, taken
into account here, is the number of null carriers at the spectrum extremities which are
used on the vast majority of multicarrier systems. Conditional number magnitude of the
transform domain matrix has been shown as a relevant metric to gauge the degradation on
the estimation of the channel response. The limit of the conventional DFT and DCT tech-
niques has been demonstrated by increasing the number of null subcarriers which directly
generates a high conditional number. A concept named truncated SVD has been proposed
to completely eliminate the impact of the null subcarriers whatever their number. A tech-
nique which allows the determination of the truncation threshold for any SISO-OFDM
or MIMO-OFDM system is also proposed. DCT and DFT with this optimized threshold
improve the performance compared to the conventional one. Due to the complete elimi-
nation of the impact of nullcarriers, also called “border effect”, the DFT based method
which abducts more noise than the DCT based one, presents better performance.
The complexity of the proposed truncated SVD based channel estimation has been
studied for DFT and DCT. It has been shown that the complexity can be very high when
the number of subcarriers is large and notably in (MIMO) configuration. Hence, a com-
plexity reduction method based on the power profile of the transform domain matrix has
been proposed. This complexity reduction scheme perfectly fits the DCT as it does not
impact the performance of the DCTwith optimized threshold. However, it has been shown
that it degrades too strong the performance of the DFT based method.
The choice between these channel estimation scheme (DFT and DCT based method)
will depend on the system parameters and the computing complexity that the devices can
afford. The DCT with the proposed complexity reduction scheme can be used in order to
have a good tradeoff between performance and complexity while the DFT with optimized
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truncation threshold is perfectly suited to devices that can afford important complexity or
for system parameters leading to fewer computing operation.
Appendix
Demonstration of equation (14).
The channel impulse response described in (3) can be developed as following expres-
sion whenM < N .
hIDFTn =
q
1
N
PN+M
2  1
k=N M2
(
PL 1
l=0 hle
 j 2lkN )e j
2kn
N
=
q
1
N
PL 1
l=0 hl
PN+M
2  1
k=N M2
e j
2k (l n)
(28)
– When n = l,
N+M
2  1X
k=N M2
e j
2k
N (l n) =
N+M
2  1X
k=N M2
1 =M (29)
– When n 6= l, the last term of (28)
PN+M
2  1
k=N M2
e j
2k
N (l n) is a sum ofM numbers
(e j
2k
N (l n); k = N M2 ; :::;
N+M
2   1) in a geometric progression and then :
N+M
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2k
N (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From 29 and 30, the expression (14) is demonstrated.PN+M
2  1
k=N M2
e j
2k
N (l n) =
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